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NEW QUESTION: 1
Users can be granted access to information at what three
levels? (Choose three)
A. Advanced Search
B. Record
C. Field
D. Application
E. Data Feed
F. Form
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
A user is going through a series of dialing steps on a SIP Type
B IP phone (for example, a Cisco 7975) to call an SCCP IP
phone. Both phones are registered to the same Cisco Unified
Communications Manager cluster. Assuming that the calling SIP
phone is not associated with any SIP dial rules, which
statement about how digits are forwarded to Cisco Unified
Communications Manager for further call processing is true?
A. The SIP IP phone will wait for the interdigit timer to
expire, or for the Dial softkey to be selected before sending
each digit to Cisco Unified Communications Manager as a
separate KPML event in a SIP NOTIFY message.
B. The SIP IP phone will send all digits to Cisco Unified
Communications Manager in a SIP INVITE message as soon as the
fourth digit is pressed.
C. The SIP IP phone will wait for the interdigit timer to
expire, or for the Dial softkey to be selected before sending
all digits to Cisco Unified Communications Manager in a SIP
INVITE message.
D. Each digit is sent to Cisco Unified Communications Manager
in a SIP NOTIFY message KPML event, at the time that the user
enters the digit on the keypad.
E. The SIP IP phone will wait for the interdigit timer to
expire or for the Dial softkey to be selected before sending
the first digit in a SIP INVITE and the subsequent digits in
SIP INFORMATION messages.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
KPML procedures use a SIP SUBSCRIBE message to register for
DTMF digits. The digits themselves are delivered in NOTIFY
messages containing an XML encoded body. And it is Out of Band
DTMF

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three must be configured for a load balancer to accept
Incoming traffic?
A. a certificate
B. a back end set
C. a security list that is open on a listener port
D. a listener
E. a back-end server
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Where can the state of the High Availability configuration be
checked in IBM Security SiteProtector System?
A. the agentinfo section under Module Status
B. on the Health Summary Security tab
C. the Status field on the Agent tab
D. on the Agent Messages tab
Answer: B
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